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Abstract
Based on the background of strict governance over the Party since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, this paper starts from the real dilemma of supervision and accountability mechanism of inner-Party laws, and focuses on analyzing the actual factors: the responsibilities of Party members and cadres are not implemented in place and Party members and cadres are corrupt by corrupt political culture. According to the dilemma exposed by real factors, this paper attempts to suggest that on the one hand, the Party should create the atmosphere of strict learning, strict establishment, and strict enforcement of laws; on the other hand, it is necessary to seize the "key minority", leading cadres lead by example, take the experience gained at one unit and popularize it in a whole area, solve the practical difficulties from the inside to the outside, and achieve full and strict governance over the Party from the ideology and system.
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1. Introduction
Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, in order to strengthen the inner-Party clean government construction and the fight against corruption, the Party Central Committee has focused its efforts on supervision, discipline and accountability, continuously improved the supervision and accountability mechanism, and made a series of new measures. In the specific implementation process, continuous and vigorous supervision and accountability have made the Party’s clean government and work style construction achieve certain phased achievements. However, it cannot be denied that there are still relatively outstanding problems in the implementation of the inner-Party law supervision and accountability mechanism, individual and organization are affected by the negative political culture and political ecology within the Party, and the phenomenon of non-compliance with the requirements of the inner-Party laws and systems still exists, which seriously damage the original ideological intention of the inner-Party law supervision and accountability mechanism construction.

2. The Real Dilemma of inner-Party Law Supervision and Accountability Mechanism
The party has continuously improved the inner-Party supervision and accountability mechanism under the background of full and strict governance over the Party, make the full strengthening of the Party’s discipline and work style construction has achieved phased achievements. As General Secretary Xi Jinping said: "inner-Party corrupt forces have been effectively contained, and the overwhelming situation of the anti-corruption struggle has formed" [1]. But we must also know clearly that the situation of our Party in the supervision,
discipline, and accountability is still grim and complicated, mainly there are mainly that the implementation of cadre responsibilities is not in place and the erosion of corrupt political culture.

(1) The responsibility implementation of some Party members and cadres are not in place The supervision, discipline and accountability must be "strict, tight, and hard", it not only depends on the party members and cadres themselves, but also depends on the implementation of the "two responsibilities." First, in the implementation of the main responsibility of the Party committee, the phenomenon where the work focus is put on the discipline inspection committee is still common, and the party committee only pays attention to the power in its hands and ignores the importance of supervision. "Some Party committees do not have enough understanding degree for the main responsibilities and implementation is not in place, some Party members do not take the strengthening of Party style and clean government construction as their own responsibility, they believe that holding a meeting every year and signing a responsibility letter are the competition of task; some Party members do not criticize and fight against the wrong ideas and bad styles of the party, insist on unprincipled harmony, do not interfere management and supervision, slacken education, these measures have connived some Party members and cadres walk into the abyss of corruption. Second, the discipline inspection committee has neglect of duty and dereliction of duty in supervisory responsibilities, inadequate understanding causes supervision to lack confidence, and there is generally suspicion and jealousy for supervision, resulting in lack of confidence. The work of the discipline inspection committee is responsible for carrying out supervision, discipline, accountability and investigating corruption, however, there are few problem reports among the peer discipline inspection committees, supervision of the peer discipline inspection committee for Party Committee, this shows that the peer supervision of the discipline inspection committee still lacks a certain authority and deterrent, and there is absence in supervision responsibility. As General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out: "there is a problem in the Party where the supervision for subordinate fear of 'losing votes', the supervision for peer fear of hurting 'kindness', and the supervision for fear of wearing 'tight shoes'."[2]. This shows that some discipline inspection committees adopt the evasive attitude and do not fulfill their obligations, this has much to do with the effect reduction of supervision and accountability. In addition, the leadership strength of the superior discipline inspection committee over the inferior discipline inspection committee needs to be strengthened, and the cadre evaluation mechanism and selection mechanism of the discipline inspection committee need to be built and improved, make the supervision free their hands and feet and do it boldly, so that the responsibility implementation is put in place.

(2) Some Party members are corroded by decadent political culture General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out: "if the political ecology is dirty, the political environment is bad; if the political ecology is clear, and the political environment is good. The political ecology is the same as the natural ecology, if we don't pay attention to it, it is easy to be polluted, once there is a problem, we will have to pay a lot of problems when wanting to recover." [3]At present, inner-Party relations, official circle method, and "unspoken rules" and bad political cultures have severely affected some party members to fulfil supervision, discipline and accountability. On the one hand, there are individual or organizations' party politics and partners in crime in the political culture of the Party. The cultural transmission efficiency in the information age is developed, and some ideas of love of pleasure, individualism, and extremism of the outside flow into the Party through channels such as we-media, text, film, and television, creating a bad social atmosphere, on the other hand, pull strings while exercising the supervision and accountability power, or give benefits and reduce penalties, as a result, the enforcement of the supervision and accountability mechanism is questioned, Party members disapprove the enforcement of laws and regulations, the basic rights of the supervision and
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accountability mechanism have become the weapon for individual or organization to abuse their powers, resulting in the spread of inner-Party bad culture.

3. The Realization Path of Dilemma of inner-Party Law Supervision and Accountability Mechanism

(1) Create the atmosphere of strict learning, strict establishment, and strict enforcement of laws in the whole party
General Secretary Xi Jinping stressed: “it is necessary to carry out publicity and education of laws and regulations in the Party, and guide wide Party members and cadres to firmly set consciousness of rule of law, system, and discipline, understand the law and discipline, rules, know respect, and keep fear.”[4] A series of effective supervision and accountability systems and mechanisms are used to strengthen the discipline and belief cognition of Party members and cadres, and promote the resolution of formalism and bureaucracy problems in the process of supervision and accountability of Party members. The responsibility sense of conscientiously fulfilling supervision and accountability into the ideal, faith, and codes of conduct of broad Party members and cadres, and maintain the authority of the supervision and accountability system.

(2) Seize the “key minority” and leading cadres lead by example
Adhere to the combination of education guidelines and supervision, increase the grasp of problems and basic laws in practice and activities, adhere to the linking theory with practice, implement encouragement and severe punishment in parallel, and provide targeted guidance for existing practical problems, make Party members at all levels have good thoughts and cognitions in the implementation process of supervision and accountability mechanism, prompt them to actively delineate behavior during the implementation process, strictly abide by the Party rules and disciplines, make all Party members abide by the system, revere the system, work in accordance with the system, and make it become a consciousness, a habit, and a way of behavior. Finally, insist on the parallel between the supervision culture and the execution culture, make the execution culture subtly affected by the supervision culture, and provide more power for the enforcement of laws and regulations. In the execution culture, it is also necessary to “cautious in exercising power and strict in self-discipline” [5]. Make the two create the excellent cultural atmosphere of inner-Party life and make inner-Party political life serious.

4. Conclusion

"Uses a brass tray as a mirror to dress up, and use people as a mirror to understand gains and losses.” On the road to perfecting the party's laws and regulations, we must not only become a mirror, but also become an upstanding law enforcement supervisor, the four words of supervision and accountability run through the foundation of the Party's development, this is the political cornerstone of our country's full governance of the party according to law and strict governance over the Party, it embodies the features of purity and self-discipline of the Communist Party, in the process of promoting the improvement of the Party's laws and regulations, it is necessary to focus on supervision and development, and continuously implement the supervision mechanism of the inner-Party's laws and regulations, make the word "supervision" effectively play a role in building the development of inner-Party laws and regulations, and promote the development of governance of the party according to law and strict governance over the Party.
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